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Editor’s Message:

Baron Carl Gustaf Mannerheim, military leader, general and President of
Finland from 1946 to 1951 is one of the most influential characters in Finnish
history from the 1918 War of Independence to the 1940s, when he led a valiant
defense of his country against the Soviet Union in two wars and as president
during the difficult post WWII era. He is one of the best known Finns in the US
and was recognized in the Champion of Liberty Series in 1960 (Scott No. 1165).
The article here, taken from Tabellarius, No 3, 2001, illustrates the variety of
cancels, pictures and other depictions available for a thematic or display exhibit
of this great Finnish leader against tyranny and oppression. Who will accept
this invitation and delight us with an exhibit of this grand man?
The gems of the Arthur Linz Finland collection are reproduced on a CD
of the Pelander auction catalogue, which has been donated to the SCC Library
and is available for loan. The only other American to assemble a world class
collection of Finland’s first issues was late Mike Hvidonov of New York.
During the past few years we have been very fortunate to share with you
a number of early censored covers showing the censors’ initials. In this issue
we illustrate inspected covers from Turku with the censor’s personal mark or
initial. In the May newsletter we will feature an article by Reijo Tanner on early
censorship practices and additional covers from Kuopio.
Leonard Tann 1945-2007
With great sadness, we report the death of Rabbi Leonard Tann on
November 13, 2007. He will be remembered for his warmth and open
personality as well as his prolific efforts to share philatelic knowledge. His
philatelic loves included the 1913 Romanov Tercentenary Issues and the use
of Russian stamps in Finland. He had a special interest in kopek franked cards
from the Åland Islands, several of which have been illustrated in this newsletter.
Leonard was a long time member of the Rossica Society. He will be missed.

TFP Printer:
Alphagraphics
10800 Alpharetta Highway
Roswell, GA 30076
Manuscripts for publication are welcome. Send
all material to the Editor. While due care will be
taken, no responsibility is accepted for material
submitted. All manuscripts are subject to editing
at the discretion of the staff.
TFP is not copyrighted. Articles may be reprinted
without permission from the Editor. However,
attribution of TFP and the original source, if appropriate, is requested.

Lovely March 1908 picture post card from the small Åland Island farming village of
Mångstetka, with a rare sub post office straight line cancellation, via Sund to Astoria,
Oregon, USA. From the collection of the late Leonard Tann.
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Fun with Finnish First Day Covers – 20
Kallio Memorial and Brothers-in-Arms Issues
By Alan Warren

On May 24, 1941, Finland issued two stamps that day.
The 2:75 FM black stamp (Norma 256) marks the death of
Kyösti Kallio who served as the country’s president from 1937
until his sudden passing in December 1940. Kallio was also
prime minister for four terms. In August 1940 he suffered a
stroke that restricted him physically and he resigned his office
in November. During a review of the honor guard at the Helsinki
railway station on December 19 he collapsed and died. It is this
scene that is depicted on the postage stamp.
The other stamp issued May 24, 1941 is the 2:75 FM
+ 25 p blue semipostal (Norma 257) intended to raise funds for
the Brothers-in-Arms Federation’s welfare fund. The motif is
based on the design of the badge worn by federation members.
Figure 1 shows the correct rate of 2:75 FM to a Nordic country
for a letter sent from the unofficial city of Lohja to Göteborg,
Sweden. Figure 2 is registered but overpaid as the registry

rate was only 2 FM at the time. Sent from Helsinki to Malmö,
Sweden, it bears a generic boxed 4-language cachet and also a
handstamp marking that the letter was called for at the Malmö
post office.
Figure 3 is interesting in that it was also sent to
Sweden, this time from a district court judge to an engineer in
Stockholm, but was passed by the censor with the Moxter Type
TG-S-71 purple handstamp. It also bears another handstamp
to indicate that the addressee had been notified twice of the
letter’s arrival. Figure 4 is a registered post card sent to Olten,
Switzerland (surface rate of 2 FM), and bears no message on
the reverse. However, it is backstamped May 27 at Olten.

Figure 1.

Figure 3.

Figure 2.

Figure 4.
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Tracing a Collector, Arthur Linz, America’s Foremost Finland Collector
By Mårten Sundberg, translated by Carita Parker From Filatelisti 4/07

Tete-beche pairs among the ovals and blocks of fours,
a 10 kopek strip of seven and many more ex-Fabergé and
ex-Rothchild rarities, but to whom did the Finland collection
belong that was sold at the 1943 Carl E. Pelander auction
held at the Collector’s Club in
New York?
I bought the auction
catalog on eBay a few years
ago and have shown it to
several of the best philatelic
experts in Finland and all of
them are familiar with many
of the objects sold at that time,
but no-one knows the owner
of the collection. That is why
it was interesting to research
the unknown Finland collector.
According to the catalog this
was “The property of a well
known American collector”
and “one of our foremost
collectors.”
I remembered the Siegel
auction from some years
back and on their web site
the correct catalog No. 837
“Rarities of the World 2001”
was quickly found. Of the oval
stamp objects shown, two were
interesting: 1) A 5 kopek tetebeche with original gum and
text “Accompanied by 1943
Pelander lot card, from which
the Halls acquired this rarity,”
(including the object card from the Pelander 1943 auction
where Hall got this rarity). 2) A 5 kopek with large margins
on letter from Kuopio 1857, and text “Ex Linz accompanied
by original Pelander lot card from 1943, acquired by the
Halls.” By e-mailing the head of the Robert A. Siegel Auction
Galleries, Scott R. Trepel, I received further information. John
H. Hall and his wife began building large collections in the
1920s and 1930s, and after John died around 1949 his wife
continued on with the collections until she passed on about 20
years later and so the collections were divided up among family
members. This explains why various parts of the collections
have been for sale in different places.
“Ex-linz” Provides The Clue
In 1942 Harry Lindquist published the (yellow) “The
Stamp Specialist” book in which the collector Arthur Linz
writes about Finland’s postal history and first issues. Most of
the pictured objects in the article are found in the Pelander
catalog, e.g. the letter with the feather from 1809, pictured

also in the Lindquist “Stamps” periodical of September 1938.
I received a copy of it from the American Philatelic Research
Library. In the article Dr. Stanley M. Bierman, whose e-mail
address was in the Philatelic Literature Review, provided
some clues. Dr. Bierman who
is selling his all time largest
privately owned philatelic
library wrote that the auction was
advertised in “The Stamp” and
that the collection belonged to a
“prominent American collector.”
An English collector colleague
said that Arthur Linz was the
president during 1940-41 of the
Finnish-American Stamp Club,
the organization that preceded
the Scandinavian Collector’s
Club.
An e-mail followed to Roger
Quinby, well-known to the Finns,
who was quite helpful and was
able to provide me with much
information, such as that Arthur
Linz was the vice-president of
the Molybdenum Co. and was
among those in the Petsamo
nickel discovery. Also, on the
Internet many sites are found
under the name “Arthur Linz”
that refers more to molybdenum
than philately. Roger noted that
Linz helped found the FinnishAmerican Stamp Club in 1935
and was very active in the SCC
and the Collector’s Club of New York until 1950. Roger learned
in the SCC Posthorn journals that Linz and Pelander were
good friends and that they were together in the organization’s
committee that in 1944 cataloged Finnish stamps. As early
as 1940, Pelander had published the book “Postal Issues of
Finland.” Linz was known as a foremost Finland collector, but
after 1943 he seems to have been more involved with his other
great field of collecting, namely. Peru. Roger Quinby added that
after having been through old Posthorn issues, it seems that
by 1944 Linz had sold of all his Finland material, and Roger
did not see any other possibility than that it happened at the
Pelander auction in 1943. In his February message Quinby wrote
that he is convinced that the Pelander auction had the entire
Linz collection and possibly other material as well. With great
certainty we may add the name of Arthur Linz to the catalog
that contains the all time greatest Finland collectors.
Proven, too, is that in this day and age of e-mails and
Internet technology it is rather easy to gather information and
be in touch with helpful collectors all over the world.
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“I’ll Meet You In Walkeasaari” - Maybe, Maybe Not!
By Roger Quinby

Was this appointment card dispatched from Wiborg
or St.. Petersburg (SPB)? It came to my attention from
a French subscriber, Christian Quiquenpois, who, from
time to time has sent items to the SCC with pertinent
questions about cancellations or other marks. This
inquiry requested information on the two Russian
cancellations on this 10 penni Finnish postal card
addressed to Walkeasaari.
The card is datelined Wiborg 24/9 1889. The date
is a Tuesday according to the several calendars I found
through a Google search. The message reads for the most
part: “(Tomorrow) morning, on Wednesday, I will arrive
to Walkeasaari on the noon train, but possibly not until
the evening train…if possible please inform Paul”
Clearly Mr. Beckman, the sender, expected the
card to arrive in Walkeasaari the same day he mailed
it, providing adequate notice of his impending arrival
the next day. Walkeasaari lies just 97 kilometers east of
Wiborg, about 2 1/2 hours by train, so if the card was sent
on the morning or afternoon train, it would surely have
arrived at Walkeasaari in time to notify the addressee of
Mr. Beckman’s arrival. Similarly, if the card was mailed
from SPB’s 7th City Post Branch Office in the morning
or afternoon of the 24th, it would have arrived the same
afternoon and in plenty of time as Walkeasaari is but
32 kilometers west of SPB, about 1 1/2 hours by train
according to the May 1889 mail train schedule.
Although the card is datelined at Wiborg, there
are no Wiborg or TPO postmarks indicating a Wiborg
dispatch, rather, there are two SPB marks. The mute
mark cancelling the 10 penni card is from SPB’s 7th
City Post Branch Office near Finland Station which served
as a transit post office for mail arriving from and dispatched
to Finland. The second SPB postmark is from the 1st Dispatch
Office in SPB. Here it is most likely that clerk wrote in pencil
under Walkeasaari, “Finland, Bjeloostrov.” (Walkeasaari =
Bjeloostrov) Walkseasaari is a border town, the first station
on the Russian side on the east bound train from Helsinki or
Wiborg to SPB. But did this card originate from SPB?
There are several reasons arguing against a SPB
dispatch:
1) The card was postmarked in SPB on 13 CEH 1889, the
day the sender expected to meet his colleagues in Walkeasaari,
although datelined the day earlier. The sender would likely
arrive with his notice of arrival, not particularly helpful if he
was expecting to meet several gentlemen.
2) The postal clerks accepted the Finnish franking for a
card mailed from Russia to a Russian destination when in fact,
only Russian kopek franking was allowed. Misfranked cards
and letters rarely passed unnoticed by the clerks on either side
of the border. There are no postage due markings, which if
missed at City Post Branch No. 7, should have been picked up
at the Ist Dispatch Office. However, it is known that misdirected

mail arriving at SPB from Finland, to be returned to Finland or
a station on the Helsinki-SPB railway route would be returned
or redirected without a postage due assessment. But, there is
no misdirect marking on the card either.
It is more likely that the card was posted at Wiborg, left
with the railway station clerk or in a letterbox attached to the
mail car when the train stopped at Wiborg, but the TPO clerks
failed to cancel the card or place it in the mailbag to be dropped
at the Walkeasaari station. So, the card travels to SPB and is
re-dispatched the next day back to Walkeasaari, arriving too
late to advise of Mr. Beckman’s arrival. While this theory is
consistent with the dateline and the sender’s anticipated arrival
at Walkeasaari, it supposes that the mail clerks were especially
neglectful in the discharge of their duties. This is possible
because we have other examples of neglect by the clerks aboard
the mail vans with mail continuing on to SPB when it should
have been put off the train at one station or another.
Nevertheless, absent additional marks and the usual arrival
mark, we cannot be certain where the card originated and when,
if ever, it arrived at Walkeasaari. What are your ideas?
Acknowledgement; I am grateful for the insights and
comments from Kauko Aro and David Skipton.
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10 Penni Type 1889 Cliché Changes
By Heikki Reinikainen, Translated by Carita Parker

Figure 1.. On the left the 6th emission bright aniline red, center the 7th
emission dull aniline-red and to the right the bluish-red from the same
emission. The difference in appearance between emissions 6 and 7 is
considerable. On top behind the stamp in the center there is a piece of
paper indicating that the stamp has not been washed. The 7th emission
bluish-red sub color has not been recognized earlier but cancelled 5.96
the stamp comes definitely from this emission. They are found cancelled
already on 1.96. The ink color varies from the described to even deeper
bluish-red and a part of these stamps are difficult to differentiate from
the emission 8 rose red hues.

Figure 2. The printing emission 8 rose-red variations. On the left a
lighter and in the center a stronger rose-red stamp. Furthermore, the
color varies from pale to stronger fairly dark items. In the pale stamps
there is shift toward orange and in the dark ones toward grayish.
The stamp on the right is bright red. This color varies from light to
darker, as well. The writer has in his collection perhaps some 15 %
of bright red stamps in his emission 8 stamps. It is peculiar that this
sub color has not been mentioned in any stamp literature.

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared in Filatelisti,
3/2000. It was edited and partially rewriten by the author
in October 2007 for publication in TFP.

press; the clichés were cleaned and most of them, but not all,
were replaced with new ones. Thus, a few old cliché faults
continue in emission 7.
The red stamps now are reminiscent in appearance of the
green 5 penni emission 7, because in the printing of both values
the new press was used for the very first time. The new cliché
faults appear both in emissions 7 plus 8 and the old faults have
mostly disappeared. After this in the printing of emission 9
another change occurs, the old faults are gone and a greater
number of new ones not seen before do appear. It is certain
that at this stage the clichés were replaced for a second time
and were then used in of the last four emissions, 9-12.
The changes are as follows:

The next group in this series, introduced here are the 10
penni red stamps of which a total of 19 million were printed.
Since there is no archival information about the type 1889
cliché changes, they had to be determined from the cliché faults,
keeping in mind that one set of 100 clichés could last for the
printing of approximately 7-9 million stamps.
The first six 10 penni emissions (1-6) amount to a total of
7.1 million stamps and because the 7th printing (completed in
September 1895) consisted of 8.9 million a change at that point
would have been a real necessity.
The appearance of the first six emissions is uniform, the
overall view is sharp and the coat of arms in the pale oval is
slightly raised, whereas the appearance of the darker stamps
is tighter, as always. It is apparent, that these lots were printed
with one and the same clichés, so similar is the printing in these
six emissions.
But following this an obvious change occurs, the dullaniline red stamps of the 7th emission differ from the previous
emission (Figure. 1). The outlook is now more even, the ink
surface is soft and dull and the details of the imprint do not stand
out as in earlier printings. Were new clichés now in use?
And sure enough, the appearance of the various new cliché
faults indicates that the clichés or at least most of them had
been changed. There were only few faults in emission 1-6 and
with few exceptions they disappear in the 7th emission. Instead,
various new faults not found in the earlier emissions emerge
thus confirming that a new clichés are in use.
At this point when the new König & Bauer precision
printing press came on-line, it is easy to assume that the
printing form had been dismantled to accommodate the new

I-cliches
Printing emissions are: 1 aniline-red, 2 bright red, 3
orange red, 4 deep aniline-red, 5 dull aniline-red, 6 bright
aniline-red, a total of 7.1 million
II-clichés
Printing emissions: 7 dull aniline-red and 8 rose-red, a
total of 3.4 million.
III-clichés
Printing emissions: 9 dark brownish-carmine, 10
brownish –carmine, 11 carmine-red and 12 dark carmine, a
total of 10.7 million.
Again it is puzzling why the II-clichés lasted only for the
printing of 3.4 million stamps. There is no explanation for it but
the original clichés were made by Thiele and the subsequent
ones by Tilgmann. Perhaps there was unevenness in the
domestic manufacture that hastened the changes, although
this is not evident from the outer appearance of the stamps.
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The cancellations of the B-perforated stamps indicate how
the ultimate completion of the stamps, i.e. the gumming and the
perforating would, of course, follow behind the manufacture
or, part of the emission (e.g. 20 p lot 8) might have been left
in the printing office under the new lots, from where they at
later time appeared in the final completion and received the Bperforation. It is apparent also that in some cases stamps were
delivered for sale before their due time as recorded. Also, earlier
cancellations as presented here are published. The writer has not
had the opportunity to confirm these. It could be a cancellation
error, e.g. the 5 penni B-perforate is known with a mark 2.95,
and this writer has in his collection a similar stamp cancelled
November 28, 1893.

Figure 3. In the emission 9 the color changes to dark brownishcarmine (top left), the emission 10 is a lighter version of it (right),
the emission 11 (bottom left) color has more reddishness and the
last emission 12 (bottom right) returns to the brownish-carmine.
The division to four printings is easy, but a true identification of
these stamps is partly very difficult.

Finally some statistical information: The new printing
press was according to the Handbook paid for in June 1895
and the new perforator in September 1895. The new press
was first used in the:

Figure 4. Aniline red of the first printing (3-7) on the left is more
bluish compared to the red stamp (4-6) from the second printing.
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appearance on the left. The reason: A poor under padding between
individual clichés.
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Finland’s Marshal Mannerheim History On Picture And Special Marks
By Paavo Friman, Translated by Carita Parker

Marshal Gustaf Mannerheim of Finland 1867 – 1951
On January 28, 2001, 50 years had passed since the death
of Finland’s Marshal and President of the Republic, the Baron
Gustaf Mannerheim. He was laid to rest on February 4, 1951
near his soldiers at the Hietaniemi Cemetery section for the
fallen war heroes.
Marshal Mannerheim was the chief commander of all
of independent Finland’s defensive battles, i.e. the War of
Independence, the Winter War, the Continuation- and the
Lapland War. When in 1944, the need arose for a new president
of the republic to guide Finland to the most enduring peace
possible Mannerheim was the only one for this difficult task,
since already in 1918 he had been chosen to lead the young
Finnish Nation who in times of danger fully put their trust in
this man.
The then speaker of Finland’s Parliament, K.A. Fagerholm,
in his memorial speech at Mannerheim’s casket said that
Finland’s Marshal left the Finns with a precious inheritance to
cherish. “This inheritance is the freedom and independence of
the Fatherland, the guiding principles in his own life.”

The U.S.A. issued on October 9, 1960 two postage
stamps to honor Finland’s Marshal in a special series depicting
heroes of freedom. The FDC mark on the stamps depicts the
Mannerheim on horseback statue and there are two different
versions.
Besides the above there are other depictions that relate
to Mannerheim. The Lappeenranta fortress mark (first day
15.6.1989) refers to the Uudenmaa province regiment of which
Mannerheim was an honorary commander.
The Mikkeli 125-year special mark from 1963 has the
city’s coat of arms that with Mannerheim’s permission bears
the Marshal’s batons and the 4th class Freedom Cross granted
by him in 1944, all historical reminders of Mikkeli as the city
where the Armed Forces’ Headquarters were located during
Finland’s four wars.
The city of Vaasa 350-year mark from 1956, and the
Vaasa philatelist 1989/60-year mark, depict the city’s coat
of arms with the 4th class Freedom Cross that Mannerheim
gave the city in 1918.
The Headquarter’s relay center “Lokki” was located in
Mikkeli’s “Naisvuori” (literal translation: Woman Mountain)
during the Continuation War, and so the Naisvuori picture
mark can be included in the Mannerheim subject matter,
because the chief commander’s bomb shelter was located
in the Naisvuori interior, although he never went there.
The Naisvuori tower was depicted on the Mikkeli 30 mark
beginning 1.6. (June 1) 1964; the Mikkeli Naisvuori picture
mark first day was 1.6.1994.
Still more associations to Mannerheim can be found such

Mannerheim-related Depictions on Special Marks
Finland’s Marshal and President of the Republic, Gustaf
Mannerheim was honored with special marks. Of the actual
depictions with Mannerheim themes eight were issued in Finland
and one in the U.S.A. These consist of the Louhisaari (birth
place) first day 1.7. (July 1) 1968, “Marskin Maja” (Tr. The
Marshal’s Lodge) 1.6. (June 1) 1974, and the “Päämajamuseo”
(Tr. The Headquarters Museum) 4.6. (June 4) 1992. The
series special marks include
the Marshal 100-Years FDC
Commemorative in Helsinki
and Mikkeli 4.6.1967. A special
mark depicting Mannerheim
was included in the Fair Centre
event on November 27, 1992.
The Headquarters Museum new
special mark was used only on
the opening day 4.6.2001 of the
re-organized museum.
The “Jalasjärvi” campsite
mark is a special Mannerheimrelated subject with the railroad
car where Chief Commander
Mannerheim’s 75th birthday
luncheon was held on June 4.
1942. This historical car No.
2016 served after the war as the
Jalasjärvi campsite café. From Figure 1. The future Marshal of Finland and President of the Republic, Gustaf Mannerheim, was
there the railroad car was moved born on June 4, 1867 on the Louhisaari Estate. According to accounts Gustaf came into this world in
the mansion’s blue bedroom, the third of seven children born to the Count Carl Robert Mannerheim
to Vammala where it was parked and his wife Helene (nee von Julin). Admiral Herman Fleming had built the Louhisaari mansion in
on the Shell-Keihänen service 1655. The Louhisaari Estate belonged to the Mannerheims from 1795 to1903, and nowadays serves
station property.
as a museum.
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as the depiction of the (former President) Urho Kekkonen
Museum “Tamminiemi” mark as well as the Parliament
picture mark. As Finland’s President, Mannerheim resided
in Tamminiemi (= Unofficial residence of Finland’s Head of
State) during 1944-46, and in Parliament gave his presidential
oath on August 4, 1944.
The city of Vaasa issued special commemorative marks in
1958 and 1968 in honor of the Jaeger’s (= Light infantry men)
arrival in Finland. This too has a connection to the history of
Mannerheim as he inspected the Jaegers from Germany in the
Vaasa market square on February 26, 1918.
The Virolahti Salpa station picture mark may also be
associated with the Marshal, since right after the end of the
Winter War plans for the defense of the new border areas
started on the orders from the chief commander. The Marshal
considered the new fortifications so urgent that he issued his
first order already on March 22, 1940, i.e. nine days after
the end of the Winter War. The Virolahti Salpa station picture
mark first day was 1.6. 1993. Sections of the Salpa fortification
nowadays is an open air museum.

Figure 2. Soldiers from the 14th division - under Major-General Erkki
Raapana’s command - having fought in the wilderness near Rukajärvi
during the Continuation War, built in Repola, Eastern Karelia a hunting
lodge named “Marskin Maja” (Tr. The Marshal’s Lodge) including a separate
sauna building and a cottage for fishing and then gave it as a gift to their
chief commander on his 75th birthday in 1942. Towards the end of the war
the “Lodge” was transported to Lope by the Punelianjärvi lakeshore and
these days is a popular hiking destination.

Figure 2a

Figure 4a

Figure 3. Marshal Mannerheim stands for the first time
on the sauna porch near his lodge on 9.9.1942 in Repola,
Eastern-Karelia.

Figure 4. Chief Commander Mannerheim’s
headquarters and his office (a small teacher’s
room) during the Winter- and Continuation
Wars 1939-1944 was housed in the central
elementary school in Mikkeli. The Headquarters
Museum was first opened to the public in 1947,
and then renewed and enlarged in 2001. The
school is still in that same building, but under a
more impressive name (Tr.) “The Headquarters
School.” The chief commander is pictured on the
post card in his office at the Mikkeli Headquarters
on May 21, 1942.
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Figure 8 and 8a. The renewed and
enlarged Headquarters Museum was
opened to the public in Mikkeli on
Mannerheim’s birthday June 4, 2001.
The Museum special mark was used
only on the opening day. As earlier
mentioned, the Headquarters of
Finland’s Armed Forces was located
in Mikkeli during all of the independent
country’s four conflicts, i.e. War of
Independence, Winter, Continuation,
and the Lapland war.

Figure 5a, top. Mannerheim letter M insignia with text in
Latin
Figure 6a, above left. The Helsinki FDC mark, June 4, 1967
on commemorative stamp in honor of the 100th birthday
of Finland’s Marshal has the letter M in the style of the
Mannerheim exlibris mark designed for him by the artist Eric
Ehrström in 1920.
6b, above Right. A special mark depicting the Marshal’s batons
was used in Mikkeli on June 4,1967, too.

Figure 7 and 7a.A Mannerheim special mark 27.11.1992 was
used at the Helsinki Fair Centre postage stamp event. The
post card shows a painting by the artist Eero Järnefelt of
Mannerheim as a General of the Cavalry in 1922.

Figure 9. In 1992, the Post Museum in co-operation with the post
card society Apollo had arranged a large post card exhibit titled (Tr.)
“From oppression to the blue cross” (a reference to the cross on
Finland’s flag). The show depicted by means of post cards the Finnish
people’s struggle for independence starting from the oppression era
to the beginning of independence. This same exhibit was shown also
at the Ostrobothnia museum in Vaasa where a special mark with the
Marshal’s batons was used. As Marshal, Mannerheim received two
batons, the first unofficial in 1928, the second official in 1933.
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Figure 12. The restaurant railroad car where the Marshal of Finland’s
75th birthday luncheon was held on June 4, 1942 at the Kaukopää
industrial plant property in Imatra. For a period of time it was
parked at the Jalasjärvi camp site (at main road 3). (Figure 12a) The
restaurant car (No. 2016) is seen on the Jalasjärvi camp site mark, first
day June 1, 1967. Figure 12b. Apparently the mark was in active use
only during two summers. Today the historic railroad car is seen on the
Shell-Keihänen service station property in Vammala, where the interior
of the car was photographed. Those in attendance at the Marshal’s 75th
birthday luncheon, were Finland’s President Risto Ryti, representatives
of the government and the Armed Forces highest-ranking members as
well as the surprise guest, German Chancellor Adolf Hitler.

Figure 11. The picture on the post card shows Marshal Mannerheim
using his baton to salute during a parade in the Senate square in honor
of his 70th birthday on June 4, 1937.

Figure 12a above and 12b right.

Figure 13. When two postage stamps were issued in the U.S.A.
on October 26, 1960, the Mannerheim on horseback statue was
depicted on the FDC mark and two different versions exist.
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Figure 14. The Marshal of Finland on horseback statue in Helsinki
was unveiled with great pomp and circumstance on June 4, 1960.
A monetary fund for the creating of the statue was set up that
attracted 737,503 donors. A considerable amount of the funds
was still left over after completion. The statue is the result of the
excellent work of the Finnish sculptor Aimo Tukiainen.
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Figure 15. The Headquarters relay center under the cover name
“Lokki” was situated during the Continuation War 1941-1944 in
Mikkeli in the interior of the “Naisvuori.” More than 100 persons,
mainly wartime female employees worked in this important “nerve
center.” The dugout cave also had work space reserved for Chief
Commander Mannerheim in case of bombing raids, but there was
never a need for him to use it. On the post card Mannerheim is
pictured in the summer of 1941. In the background paintings of
the “Lokki” relay operations and the Naisvuori tower that during
the war housed the air raid observation center manned by the
female employees. The “Lokki” Museum was opened to the public
in 1995.
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Philately and Finland’s Museum of Technology
By Jeffrey Stone

The Museum of Technology is located in the northern
suburbs of Helsinki, close to the site where the city was
first located in 1550 and where the city waterworks were
established in 1876, on the River Vantaa. The Museum is
appropriately housed in buildings formerly occupied by
the waterworks. There is a great range of technologies on
display, including forest technology, power machinery,
chemical industry technology, computer and electrical
technology, domestic technology, but also printing
industry technology used in Finland. Amongst the
printing machinery, two nineteenth century printing
presses are displayed in very accessible manner, so that
the visitor can move around and examine them from all
angles. Whilst these are not the actual machines used
to print the early Finnish stamps, they are identical in
design to the two machines which were used to print the
arms-type series of 1875-1884.
The older machine is a manually operated platen
press manufactured by “C. KOFAHL, BERLIN 1846”.
The second machine is a cylinder press, also of German
manufacture, with a plate reading “J.G. MAILÄNDER
MASCHINEN-FABRIK”. Descriptions of the operation
of letterpress printing machines are, of course, widely
available in the literature of philately, notably in the
definitive Fundamentals of Philately by L.N. and M.
Williams, A.P.S. Handbook Series, 1971. In moving
from the explanatory text and diagrams of the literature
to sight of these actual machines, the realities of stamp
production in nineteenth century Finland become so
much more apparent. The greater level of technological
sophistication represented by the cylinder press is very
striking, bearing in mind the successive use of these two
types of presses to print the arms-type stamps of 18751884. Given the number of manual actions required to
print each sheet, it seems extraordinary that the older
platen press could produce as many as 800 sheets of
stamps per day. Research by Jorma Leinonen published
in Abophil in 1974 suggests, however, that 8oo sheets was
a credible maximum rate of production. A working day
at that time was ten to twelve hours in duration and with
several workers on hand, each looking after a separate
task in the process, a work rate of one sheet every 45
seconds may have been attainable. On the other hand, it
scarcely seems surprising that the printers experienced
problems of quality control with the first print runs on
the cylinder press which replaced the old platen press.
The printer and his assistants clearly had to acquire new
skills.
Acknowledgement: I am grateful for the advice of
Heikki Reinikainen.
Figure 3, right.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 4

In figure 1, we see the platen and the impression lever
on the right, the form in the centre and the tympan
ready to receive the paper at an oblique angle on the
left. One essential part of this press is missing. There
should be a frisket hinged along the upper edge of the
tympan so that it could be folded over the tympan to
mask the margins of the paper before the tympan was
in turn swung over the form.
In figure 2, the makeready on the underside of the
tympan is seen, influencing the quality of the printing
impression after the form was moved along the bed of
the press to a position beneath the platen.
In figure 3, the impression lever of the platen is
prominent. This would have been drawn towards the
pressman, to cause the platen to descend and to bring
the paper into contact with the inked form.
In figure 4, we see the rollers on the cylinder press, the
means by which ink was transferred to the forwardmoving form below. The tools of the printers’ trade
in operating and maintaining the machinery are laid
out on an adjacent table.

Figure 5

In figure 5, a sheet of paper moves down the incline
and is threaded around the central cylinder before
rotating across the pre-inked form below.
In figure 6, the printed sheet emerges at the lower
level and is deposited on top of a pile of printed
sheets. Note the drive-wheel showing that the press
was steam driven.

Figure 6, left
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The Turku Figure Cancels, Part 2 – No. 47

By Reinhard Weber, translated by Martti Vihanto & Carita Parker
Reprinted from Abophil No. 2, 2007
No. 47 March 2, 1878 - April 8, 1879
In the August 2007 issue, we published an article about
the Figure cancel No. 46. The mark No. 47 likewise has five
bars forming a circular mark design. And regardless of the
similarities the marks are rather easily set apart from each other.
The No. 47 is a bit larger, i.e. 25 x 25.5 mm and the bars are
narrower. The distance between the bars is irregular. On top
the distance is slightly narrower and wider between the third
and fourth bar. The most obvious characteristic is the short line
at the left end of the fourth bar and separate from it. The line,
however, changes to a small arrow during canceling. The lowest
bar is rather thin on the left and thickens more slowly than on
mark 46. Most of the marks are distinctive and tidy, which
makes defining them easier. But there are also marks where a
lot of ink was used during canceling and the bars are nearly
joined together. One such example is the pictured 32 penni pair
from 1875. The ink color in all the marks that I know of are
without exception black. The earliest mark I know of is on a
5 penni printed matter from March 2, 1878, whereas the latest
mark I’ve seen is 8.4.1879, on a 10 penni postal cover from
1875. The mark was used a little over a year. I have discovered
a total of 139 of these figure marks and of these 36 are on letter
or postal covers, and surely more marks are still to be found.
Arvo Laitinen estimated the grade of rarity to be F2, “ordinary”
(201-400 examples). I urge readers to report any new findings,
as I am grateful for any further information.
Figure Cancel No. 47 findings
Figure 1, upper right. Clear
Letters, entires, and clippings:
impressins of No. 47 from
40 p 1871 postal cover
Suomen Kuvioleimat, Arro
5 p 1875 printed matter (7 each)
Laitinen.1981
5 p 1875 letter (7 each)
Figure 2, right. Swedish
8 p 1875 printed matter
12 öre pair left cut. The
20 p 1875 letter (7 each)
pictured marks are from
32 p 1875 letter (3 each)
writer’s collection except
20 p postal cover (2 each)
the 8 penni postage stamp.
(Werner Filmer, Germany).
10 p 1875 postal card (14 each)
Single stamps
2 p 1875 (6 each)
5 p 1875 (11 each)
5 p 1875 triple row (2 each)
8 p 1875 (14 each)
20 p 1875 (33 each)
20 p 1875 pair (2 each)
20 p 1875 block of four
Figure 3, right. Printed matter (official
25 p 1875 (2 each)
letter No. 107) with 5 penni stamp mailed
32 p 1875 (25 each)
to Pori. Cover has figure mark No. 47 and
32 p 1875 pair
Turku double ring postmark 14.12.1878.
Swedish single stamps
The object is from the collection of Willy
20 ö(re) 1872 (3 each)
Schutt, Switzerland.
3 ö 1877 (2 each)
12 ö 1877 pair
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Turku Censor Initials Found On 1914-1915 Inspected Covers
By Roger Quinby

During the past year we have been fortunate to reveal in
these pages new finds of censor marks and signatures/initials on
covers from Wyborg and Kuopio during the first year of postal
censorship in Finland.1 Now we are reporting eight (8) different
initials found on opened and resealed covers from Turku. The
earliest date appears to be October 23, 1914 and the latest date
appears to be May 5, 1915. Only one example of each initial is
known except that there two examples of signature No. 1.
The initials appear on red, blue, white and yellowish paper
tapes. It is important to note that there are no personal censor
stamps or exit date stamps used in combination with any of the
initialed covers. All of the covers were postmarked in Finland;
none were registered or upfranked for other special services.
The Turku marks all appear to be arrival marks rather than exit
marks from the censor office.
The dates of use generally correspond with the practice of
initialing actively inspected mail in the other censor locations,
except that the practice appears to have ended earlier at Helsinki
(January 1915) and lasted awhile longer at Kuopio (September
1915).2

Once again we call upon our readers to add to these
discoveries so we may build a more secure database of censor
markings and practices at Turku.

Endnotes
1

See TFP Vol.. 12, No. 2, May 2007, p. 16 “Wyborg Covers” and
Vol.. 12, No. 4, November 2007, p. 16 “Kuopio Initialed Covers.”
2
The initialed covers shown here have been catalogued in the CD,
Postal censoring in Finland 1914-1918, 2007 edition, compiled and
edited by Roger Quinby

Figure 1, right. This initial, Signature No. 1, is very similar to two other
signatures previously given separate numbers, Nos. 4 and 6. However,
in Signature 6 the two letters are clearly separated, and for the present,
No. 6 shall retain its original catalogue designation. However, at the
suggestion of Jon Iversen, Signature No. 4 has been deleted from the
catalogue. Helsinki, 10. XII. 14, to Åbo. The blue paper tapes are known
from October 22 to 10. XII. 14, last known use.

Figure No. 2. Turku Censor Signature/Initial No. 5. This cover
was sent from Wiborg, 16. I. 15 to Åbo, arriving the next day.
The red resealing tape is known used in Turku from December
29, 1914 to January 19, 1915. Although rarity tables have not
been established for the resealing tapes, I know of just three.

Figure No. 3. Turku Signature No. 2. The blue resealing tape was used in
Turku for less than two months, October 27 to December 11, 1914. The three
letter initial is distinctive and the only reported example to date.
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Figure 4, right. Signature 6, consisting of two letters
between Koski As. transit cds and the Kisko arrival
mark, 20. I. 15. The Turku machine cancellation,
19. I. 15.2(?) would appear to be an arrival mark
inasmuch as the resealing tape was affixed over
the machine mark. The cover was dispatched from
Helsinki the day before, 18. I. 15.6e. This is the only
reported example of this censor initial from Turku.

Figure 5, left. Signature No. 6, on cover from Wiipuri,
21. I. 15.11.i., to Åbo. To date, this is the only recorded
example of this very distinctive signataure.

Figure 6. right. Signature No. 8. Cover from Wasa, 15.
IV. 15, with sender’s address shown on map (2 Strandg.).
The initial is similar to No. 9, but the closed loop in No.
8 sufficiently distinguishes it.

Figure 7, left. Signature No. 9, on this May 5, 1915
cover is the last reported use of a personal censor initial
appearing on a Turku censored item. The presentation
of these covers is a preliminary discussion to establish
a baseline of reported initials and extreme dates.

